
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
senior data scientist / data scientist. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior data scientist / data scientist

Knowledge/Exposure of distributive computing tools (Spark, Hive, etc)
Able to take experimentation to production by working hand-in-hand with
engineering and PM team
Establish data model and framework that captures internal and external
structure and unstructured data sources to enable predictive modeling and
insights
Lead development and execution of advance predictive model, analytical
rigor and statistical methods to analyze and visualize large amounts of data,
using advance statistical modeling techniques and mathematical analyses to
discover insights and identify opportunities
Anticipates and solves strategic business problems with broad impact by
applying leading-edge theories and techniques to investigate problems,
detect patterns and recommend solutions
Interacts with internal domestic and global business and IT groups to share
findings and gain alignment on recommendation and strategy
Partner with infrastructure and platform teams to configure, tune tools,
automate tasks and guide the evolution of internal big data ecosystem
Provide technical support primarily in the data analytics area to the dedicated
sales teams and Data Analytics BD team for targeted accounts on all process
performance improvement / troubleshooting related pursuits
Perform analyses of structured and unstructured data to solve complex
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Employ various software and/or analytical methods to prepare data for use in
predictive & prescriptive modeling

Qualifications for senior data scientist / data scientist

Deep familiarity with statistical models & methods (time-series analysis,
regression analysis, experimental design, hypothesis testing)
Master’s Degree in Statistics, Mathematics, Econometrics, Machine Learning
or a related field required
Experience developing and applying statistical models to extract value from
real-world data
Experience analyzing data stored in relational databases
Bachelors in Computer Science, Statistics, or related field with a strong
analytical emphasis required
Master’s degree in Computer Science, Data Mining, Statistics, Finance, or
Machine Learning desired


